1. Lady Barbara Stuart, Accounts 1736-43 (sewn pp)


3. Accounts of washings done for the ladies of Traquair & paid by Mary Stewart, 1761-89 (bound vol)

4. Household Accounts, 1761-63 (bound vol)

p 19 is signed by "Lucie Stuart" & "Mary Stewart".
p 18 - first item: "To balance in Mary Stuart's hands ---"

5. Account Book 1761-76: Household accounts, etc. Rent in his annuity received from Earl of Traquair, under "The Charge + Abstract of Lady Baby's Accounts". Also purchases of house at head of Canongate, etc. (sewn pp)

"11-1" written (different ink) - ie shelf mark.

6. Miscellaneous Papers 1762-1851

1. Accounts of charges & discharges of money received & dispensed for household expenses etc by Mary Stuart for the Duchess of Perth & Ladies of Traquair, 1762

2. James Arnett, Edinburgh to Lady Barbara Stuart: discharge for a Ceres cloth to the late Lady Mary Stuart, 1791

3. Inventory of plate belonging to the deceased Lady Barbara Stuart, taken 22 Dec 1794 (sewn pp)


5. William Whyte & Co, stationers & publishers, Edinburgh, to Lord Traquair: receipt - stationery, 1851

6. Glasgow Beattie, Edinburgh to Lord Traquair: receipt - newspapers, 1851